South Point High School
Holiday Homework
Class XI
Humanities 2019
ENGLISH
1. Holiday Reading: Pygmalion by George Bernard Shaw (Project to be done
immediately after the summer vacation)
2. You have seen an advertisement placed by Indira Gandhi Institute of Physical
Education and Sports Sciences, Block B, Vikaspuri, New Delhi 110018 for B.P.Ed.
and M.P.Ed. courses, in a daily. You wish to join the B.P.Ed. course after your board
examinations. Write a letter to the Principal enquiring about the details of the course.
Mention why you are interested to join. You are Vineet/ Vidya.

PSYCHOLOGY
1. Project work- On “how to do a case study”.(with a sample case study on any subjectIndividual)
2. Note on -New researches on memory(eye witness testimony, etc)
3. Watch any two or more movies or read books (related to psychological issues)
 Like-driving miss daisy (1989-ageing)
 28 days(2000-substance abuse/counseling)
 The blind side(2009-social psychology)
 Memento, 50 first dates ( short term memory loss)
 Regarding Henry’- (retrograde amnesia)
 Up (life span), inside out (2015-Emotions)
 Lucy , limitless, inception( brain functioning), Etc

SOCIOLOGY
1. Find out examples of:
 Conflict
 Function
 Conflicting Idea
 Pathology
2. Create a paragraph where dialogues, expressions and reactions are to be incorporated
having the following key concepts as subjects of the paragraph. The key concepts are
Role, Status, Power, Discrimination and Structured presentation.
3. Activity



Enlist advertisements recently being aired that deals with (a) Gender
inequality and (b) Gender equality
Submit the work in a channel file. Use A4 white papers only

HISTORY
Answer the following:1. On what basis have early humans been classified?
2. What are fossils?
3. Give an account of the sources which help us to reconstruct Roman history.

GEOGRAPHY
1. Explain why geography is considered to be the study of areal differentiation?
2. The write up of Chapter I( Introduction to Maps) along with relevant maps and diagrams
should be done in the Practical File.
3. The write up of Chapter II (Scales) should be done in the Practical File.
(All should be submitted on 12th June)

LEGAL STUDIES


Project work
What is meant by precedent?
Clearly differentiate between the meanings of Obiter dicta and Ratio decidendi .
Submit your work in a practical lace file (in the format as explained in the class) by
24th June.
 Answer the following questions in Legal Studies class work exercise book and submit
by15th of June :
1. Mention the different jurisdictions of the Supreme Court in India.
2. What is Rousseau’s Social Contract theory?

POLITICAL SCIENCE


Research work for the project

Collect facts and relevant pictures related to the topic allotted for the project.
Work has to be submitted in a practical lace file (in the format as explained in the class) after
the vacation by 24th June



Answer the following question in your Political Science Exercise book and submit
the same by15th of June
1. What are the purposes of a Constitution?
2. What is the significance of studying Political Theory?

ECONOMICS
Economics Project Topics were announced and explainedFor Odd Roll Numbers: “Effect on PPC due to various government policies”
The outline of the Project has been explained and five suggestive policies are given namelya. MGNREGA
b. Skill India
c. Digital India
d. Swachh Bharat Mission
e. Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan
For H.H.W. students will collect information in the form of Newspaper reports, reports from
journals, magazines, internet, collect pictures related to them and submit a brief report in a
lace file after the vacation.
For Even Roll Numbers: “Opportunity cost as an Economic Tool” (Taking real life
situations)
For H.H.W, the students will study the concept of opportunity cost in detail. They will then
consider five real life situations, both at the Micro and Macro levels and explain the
opportunity cost involved in these situations; with an insight into the ideas of scarcity and
choice. They will submit their study, along with relevant pictures, in a lace file. This will be
the research work as a part of their project.

MATHS
ACTIVITY – 3 :(with some application)
Showing
by your subject teacher)

using Venn diagram (as directed

ACTIVITY – 8 : (with some application)
To represent the sine and cosines of the angles in different quadrants ( you may
take the angles of your choice)

Submit the above two activities in a LAB NOTE BOOK (well designed , well maintained )
immediately after summer vacation and get it signed by your respective subject teacher .
You should remember that the above task is mandatory and you must do it as a part of
internal assessment carrying significant marks .
For your further clarification and guidelines you may follow the CBSE site(curriculum)
where you get also the link for NCERT LAB MANNUALS .

HINDI
Do research for the given project work.

